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“affiliation
with the
state meant
contributing to
its defence...”

1. The Meaning of Politics

Introduction
Among the most remarkable features of the Abbas Hilmi II Papers are the
reports by informers and secret police agents, many of which may be found in
the files of the Department of Interior (AHII 6). These documents speak of the
state’s increased ability to police and observe; more importantly, they tell us
of surging political activity and the ruling class’s perception of such activity
as potentially useful, if it could be harnessed in the struggle for independence
from British rule, and potentially threatening, if it turned against the class
interests of landlords and urban elites. Intelligence reports thus reveal not
only a broadening of the political base – the birth of mass politics and indeed
a changing understanding of what politics entailed – but also a dawning
awareness of the potential power that students’ and workers’ movements
wielded. They also signal to new forms of solidarity based on class or national
interests rather than professional affiliation or position vis-à-vis the state.
The development of institutions, technologies, and techniques of surveillance,
and the spread of informers along with increased interest in different kinds of
information, resulted principally from the expansion and growing complexity
of the state apparatus (as expressed in the ability to produce population
censuses, implement universal conscription, apply quarantine measures, and
monitor potentially productive populations). Surveillance intensified and
became increasingly institutionalized as mass politics gained momentum,
becoming a force that could prove useful to the nationalist movement while
also posing a threat to the colonial authorities and / or the indigenous ruling
class at different points in time.
The development of the intelligence apparatus during this period has already
been the topic of some research,2 and this chapter will therefore present an
overview of some of the Abbas Hilmi II Papers’ contents, which shed light
on the proliferation of political activity and the concomitant deployment
of a network of informers, while showcasing the main findings of recent
scholarship on the topic.
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Until the nineteenth century, in
Egypt as elsewhere in the Ottoman
sultanate, the Ottoman ruling
class was made up principally
of military personnel and state
administrators. Historians have
outlined the main features of the
relatively austere apparatus of
government that characterized the
earliest period of Ottoman rule: the
state was concentrated around the
sultan and his extended militarybureaucratic household; it was
concerned principally with defense, the administration of justice, and the
construction and maintenance of public works. This system evolved, leading to
the expansion of an increasingly complex and centralized bureaucracy; by the
eighteenth century, centralization had given way to autonomous provincial
centers of power.3 Albert Hourani, in a seminal albeit now dated text,4 defined
what the members of this class engaged in as the “politics of notables,” to
indicate the empire-wide shift in the eighteenth century towards diffuse
power, no longer concentrated principally in Istanbul but increasingly situated
in the provinces. During this period, dynasties of military commanders and
wealthy, powerful merchants exercised authority through their households
and extended networks of associates and followers. Some of the most powerful
of these local rulers were able to implement trade policies, strike coinage,
have Friday sermons given in their name, and undertake military campaigns
autonomously of Istanbul, even while the sultan remained their nominal
suzerain.5
The `askar – those the Ottoman state identified as its ‘servants’6 – had clearly
defined rights and duties. Affiliation with the state meant contributing to its
defense in various capacities; thus, state officials, soldiers, and members of
the religious and educational establishment were all considered `askar. By
the seventeenth century, however, such affiliation had become a commodity,
and soldiers, religious scholars, and other members of the state apparatus
could sell their offices, and the revenues appertaining thereto, to members
of the ra`aya (the ‘flock’ – designating the general population, producers and
taxpayers, traditionally the inseparable counterpart of the `askar, echoing the
dyad of `amma and khassa, or ‘popular’ and ‘privy’ – although the terms were
not coterminous, and these translations would remain anachronistic arguably
until the end of the nineteenth century).7
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I contend that it was in fact the
transformation of state office into a
commodity that could be traded (if
not on the open market then within
networks of buyers and sellers) that
paved the way for the explosion
of political activity that occurred
after the mid-nineteenth century.
Purchasing a position in the state
apparatus entailed more than just
the right to a salary: it made possible
some degree of involvement in the
domain of state administration
and, as such, eventually led to
commoners taking an active interest
in spheres from which they had
been excluded until then. This was
not an inevitable consequence of
commoditised state office, of course;
rather, the subsequent upwelling of
activism required three profound
transformations:
1) the growing involvement of wider
segments of the population in areas
that had previously been considered
the sole remit of the state, such as
the right to monitor and dispose of
resources, oversee the construction
and use of infrastructure and
public works, or even participate in
decisions regarding to the defense
of the empire’s borders; 2) an
articulation of politics itself that
encompassed a broad understanding
of government as a public good,
beyond the narrow confines of state
action; and 3) the state’s deployment
of new modes of population control,
to count, conscript, tax, and monitor
social groups whose labor power was
understood as crucial to the state’s
survival.8

By the 1860s, evidence of intensified
and diverse political activity is
abundant. Juan Cole’s masterful study
of the decades that preceded the Urabi
uprising traces the proliferation of
workers’ clubs, political gatherings,
night schools, and other forms
of association. Political activity,
deliberately defined as such by the
social actors who engaged in it, may
also be detected in nationwide support
for the Urabi revolt – support that,
as Cole points out, was underpinned
by developments in transport and
communications technology: “The
spread of the telegraph, railroad lines,
and newspaper distribution in the
1860s and 1870s allowed villages far
apart to keep abreast of key political
intelligence.”9
This political activity, I argue, resulted
from two related developments:
intensified government involvement
with changes in the agrarian and
urban economies, on one hand;
and the translation of the types of
authority that artisans and peasants
had exercised into the more formal,
broader-based politics of the late
nineteenth century.

“As the state
expanded its
control over
production and
distribution
networks, it
created an
inextricable
association...”

the Ottoman ruling class had
defined it, in narrow and relatively
minimalist terms, and productive
or distributive capacities, which
had been under the jurisdiction
of a variety of different actors,
ranging from guilds to merchants.
This association, while it did not
entail a wholesale monopoly of
the state over any activity (not
even agriculture, where the state’s
intervention was limited, in the first
half of the nineteenth century, to
control over cash crop production
and distribution), would prove
difficult to separate.
Alan Mikhail, in Nature and Empire
in Ottoman Egypt,10 ties new
understandings of the Ottoman
state, Egyptian society, and the
relation between the two to the
expansion of irrigation works
starting early in the nineteenth
century. As the state expanded
its control over production and
distribution networks, it created an
inextricable association between
the mechanisms of government
and those of the economy. It is
hardly surprising, then, that overt
popular demands for involvement
in decision-making at the state
level quite explicitly associated
economics and politics. These,
however, were spheres that the
British vigilantly endeavored to
separate in theory, principally in
an effort to prevent the nationalist
movement, and especially the mass
of the population, from claiming
any right to involvement in
government.

Intensified state involvement in
the Egyptian economy may be
traced back to the beginning of the
nineteenth century at least. The
state
incorporated
prerogatives
related to economic activity (for
example, Mohamed Ali’s confiscation
of tax farms and transfer of their
management to state employees)
and thereby created an association
between the political sphere as
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In Egypt’s Occupation. Colonial Economism and the Crises of Capitalism,11 Aaron
Jakes points out that the British colonial rulers saw their Egyptian subjects,
particularly among the working classes, as incapable of pure political
engagement; Gorst and others systematically ascribed popular unrest to
economic interests (an elitist argument that may be frequently heard in Egypt
even today). Indeed, it appears that one of the main conflicts in this period
was precisely over what constituted politics, who was entitled to participate in
that sphere, how to define the public good and in which circumstances it could
open up to previously excluded parties.12
While Jakes has analyzed the sophisticated political analyses that nationalist
figures developed after 1907, my interest here is the genealogy of workingclass understandings of what politics meant, and what the population at large
could contribute to it. The Abbas Hilmi archive provides astonishing insight
into this particular question at a crucial point in Egypt’s history; in the stories
the spies narrated, I discern echoes of the language ascribed to guild masters
in eighteenth-century court documents, and of the grievances presented by
striking workers in late nineteenth-century petitions to the government.
Within certain groups, political activity in the sense of involvement with state
matters and opposition to colonialism constituted a deliberate change of
policy. The documents in the Abbas Hilmi II Papers, particularly the informers’
reports prepared for the Ministry of Interior, provide examples of this shift.
According to an informer attending a meeting of al-Ruqiyy al-Islami (Islamic
Improvement) association,13 in 1909, the association’s head told members
that al-Ruqiyy had considered prohibiting speeches mentioning politics, but
that now speakers were free to speak of whatever their conscience dictated.
This decision had been made, he said, “because it has become obvious that
we are dead;” a particular cause of despair was the imprisonment of “Shaykh
Abd al-`Aziz [Jawish],” editor of al-Liwa’ and the founder of the ‘People’s Night
Schools,’ which targeted the urban poor.14 Thus, the emergence of a figure
like Jawish, an activist who criticized the British occupation vehemently and
was a hero among the urban working class, could crystallize a groundswell of
popular engagement and move it towards deliberate political opposition to
colonial policies.15
The effects of British occupation, especially on the political effervescence
noted by Cole, were inescapable, whether in the cities or in the rural areas.
But the Ottoman rulers’ own political affiliations mitigated these effects to
some degree: Abbas Hilmi II, for example, became a well-known supporter of
nationalist activism. The ruling class could dismiss the masses as motivated
by crass material interest; at the same time, regardless of its agenda, it had
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to contend with pressure from
below and recognize that this
pressure could be useful to various
parties in the struggle being waged
around the question of political
independence and (less overtly)
economic sovereignty. The question,
for the leaders of the independence
movement, was then how to harness
this energy and co-opt elements of
the popular opposition – often while
suppressing the working class’s world
view and political agenda in favor of a
more liberal understanding of power
and relations of production.16
The
workers’
and
students’
associations were heir to a long
tradition
of
urban
opposition;
contestation in the rural areas also
drew on traditions of solidarity and
collective action, for example, in
managing resources like agricultural
land and irrigation water. I would
argue that workers’ activism did not
distinguish between politics and
economics, while increasingly formal
politics sought to treat these as two
separate realms (each the realm of
its own experts), and to exclude the
workers from the political sphere. It
would be no exaggeration, indeed,
to say that this was one of the
most important struggles of this
period. Thus, it seems that this
period witnessed a wide-ranging –
not always conscious or explicitly
formulated – class struggle over the
traditional understanding of the
public good, and how it might be
incorporated into the anti-colonial
movement. Its outcome was to divide

that understanding into specialized
spheres and exclude rural and urban
workers from the new politics,
now strictly defined as matters of
government. What remained were
resources, their definition, extraction,
and management. These too would
later be subsumed into the sphere of
state prerogative.17
If political activity and awareness
were most intense and visible in
the capital, even in areas more
remote from the center of power,
the
population
articulated
its
grievances in ways that show a
clear understanding, and a specific
interpretation, of the ruling class’s
rhetoric. One striking document
recounts how the respected leader
of one of the tribes in Sudan had
presented a complaint to Hunter
Pasha,18 phrasing it in the following
terms:19
The time of the dervishes [the Mahdi’s rule] was
better for us than this time, and we have not
seen the meaning of the freedom you claim to
have bestowed upon us, because our supervisor
[the mudir or administrative head] takes camels
from us by force under the pretext that they
are needed for public works, so he takes them
and loads them beyond what they can bear, and
marches them beyond their strength; and when
one of them tires, they shoot it with a bullet. As
for those that are strong enough, they return
them only when they are worn out and weak, and
do not pay us for them. Thus has our condition
worsened, so where is justice and where is the
freedom that you wish for us?

Hunter
Pasha
informed
this
petitioner that the leader of Egypt
was Lord Cromer and that he would
convey the tribe’s complaints. This
remains consistent with the long
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“The reports
in the abbas
hilmi archive
indicate that
these concepts
remained
important well
into the late
nineteenth
century.”

Ottoman tradition of petitions
presented to rulers; what is
perhaps remarkable is the tribal
leader’s clear understanding of the
incongruity between the rhetoric of
freedom and justice, on one hand,
and not only the violation of the
tribe’s economic rights, but also
the mudir’s abuse of the animals he
had requisitioned, on the other.
In the various ways that had
been available to working class
people in Ottoman lands until
the nineteenth century – and that
historians know about through
the study of petitions and court
documents in which artisans or
agricultural laborers articulated
their grievances or demanded
the redress of certain situations
– ideas like equity and solidarity
appear prominently.20 The reports
in the Abbas Hilmi archive indicate
that these concepts remained
important well into the late
nineteenth century. At a meeting
of the Workers’ Association, held
in a school that belonged to the
National Party in Bulaq, and
bringing together about sixty
workers and students, according
to the informer’s report, a railroad
worker named Muhammad Badr
took the floor to recount a story
intended to illustrate the benefits
of solidarity (ittihad). The story
concerned a “Muslim individual,”
a comrade of Badr’s, who had been
responsible for the carriage in
which “the British engineer” (albashmuhandis al-inglizi) rode. This
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worker died destitute, and his colleagues approached the British engineer to
ask him for eighty piastres, owed to the worker in arrears on his salary; they
planned to use this money to pay for the burial, which the widow and orphans
could not afford to do. The engineer shooed them away (“Mafish! Ruh barra!”);
the workers, for whom it was payday, then took up a collection that yielded the
considerable sum of fifteen pounds. Badr was given the money and the engineer
spotted him standing near the cashier’s office holding it. He questioned Badr
about it and, upon learning what the workers had done, reportedly exclaimed:
“I didn’t know that you Muslims were so united.” So impressed was he, Badr
continued, that he pulled three pounds out of his pocket and contributed them
to the burial fund. “See, brothers,” Badr concluded, “what unity is and how the
British admire our unity (ittihadana).”21
This story – narrated almost as a morality tale – can be read as the realization
that traditions of artisan solidarity were effective as leverage whether the
rulers happened to be Ottoman or British. Until the eighteenth century, court
documents drawn up by guild members refer to collective funds used to pay
pensions to colleagues who had fallen ill and were unable to work, or burial
expenses for members who had died.22 The underlying understanding of
solidarity was contrasted, here, with the “British engineer” and his peremptory
dismissal of the request for the deceased worker’s due; and, in the story at
least, the workers’ decision to rely upon their collective generosity, despite
their relative need, was sufficient to prompt the engineer’s admiration and
unexpectedly lavish gift.
These examples illustrate the ways in which working-class people understood
political engagement, as a form of activism or a mode of being that was familiar
to them, rather than actions dictated to them by the nationalist leaders or the
press. Their engagement was not exclusively about political independence
but rather entailed a particular understanding of social justice and fairness;
whether framed in terms of religion (“Muslim unity”), class interest, or
native vs foreign identity, it was still rooted in concrete considerations, and
indeed could not be abstracted from them. The protests of students at alAzhar University thus combined criticism of political figures with demands
for the payment of delayed stipends: at one gathering of 250 students,
mainly but not exclusively from the riwaq of the Upper Egyptians, speakers
condemned the political parties, and in particular the Umma Party and its
leader, Mahmud Pasha Suliman. They pointed out that, if “those who wish
to have their chests decorated with medals” were able to obtain what they
sought from the government, they would then disown the students’ cause and
look upon their legitimate demands with disgust.23 This wariness of support
from opportunistic politicians is summed up pithily in the comment of one
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individual who remarked contemptuously to his companions: “Ignore them,
fellows, government talk is shit” (sibukum minhum ya wilad bala kalam hukuma
bala khara).24

hand and one heart” in the service of
the common interest; financial life,
the report continued, is in the hands
of workers and benefit could only be
achieved with their consent.

exerted pressure on the notables,
who sought to counter it in a variety
of ways, ranging from outright
opposition to patronage to tactics of
surveillance and control.

2. A History of Spying

Along similar lines, a report concerning the Egyptian Youth Association
(Jam`iyyat al-Shabiba al-Misriyya) recounts that, at a meeting held in the
Preparatory School of Sayyida Zaynab, and chaired by the school’s principal,
members enunciated, among other things, their support for consultative
government (al-hukuma al-shuriyya) and their rejection of despotic one-person
rule (hukumat al-fard al-istibdadiyya). To illustrate the evils of the latter type
of government, one of the members spoke out in condemnation of the shah
of Persia, who had bombarded the Parliament and attacked the Great Mosque
in Tabriz.26 This ability to engage with the discourse of the political parties
was combined here with awareness of revolution and repression elsewhere.
The international dimension of anti-colonial action reappears at several
points throughout the archive; another report refers to an Indian member of
Jam`iyyat al-Hayat calling on the members to support the Indians and their
uprisings.27

While it is unclear from this
document whether one or perhaps
several notables sponsored this
iteration of the Workers’ Party,
the report cites “social scientists”
(`ulama al-ijtima`) and European
example to justify its establishment,
and acknowledges approvingly that
workers control strategic areas of
production and transport. Gradually,
as groups previously marginalized
from formal politics began to engage
in political activity that threatened
the legitimacy and worldview of the
ruling class, nationalist notables
sought to encourage these groups to
create parties and unions that could
be incorporated into traditional types
of patronage networks. In turn, the
workers could draw upon their own
practices of collective bargaining, the
guilds’ use of precedent as leverage
in negotiations with various parties
in the governing structure, and the
customs of solidarity that persisted
until late in the nineteenth century.

At the same time, new or refurbished forms of engagement caught the interest
of the ruling class, who saw in them an opportunity for patronage that could
bring political benefits. Thus, a memorandum on the creation of a Workers’
Party (undated but likely written in 1909)28 notes that the founders’ meeting
was held in “an elegant neighborhood” of Cairo (hayy raqi) and lists among
the reasons for establishing such a party the fact that in Europe, the “Western
notables” saw such parties as beneficial and vied to obtain votes so that they
could represent them. The Workers’ Party, according to this document, was
to unite all groups and unions and classes of workers, to make them as “one

Thus, the expansion of the state
apparatus, and the creation of political
parties by nationalists who intended
to rule alongside or instead of the
British, also fostered the increasing
entry into politics by groups who
had their own understanding of class
and national interest. In turn, this
expansive practice of citizenship

Not all reports, of course, explicitly articulated connections between concrete
material grievances and political demands. At a meeting of Jam`iyyat al-Hayat
(the Life Association) held in March 1909, members repeated the widespread
condemnation of those who sought state honor and exhorted each other to
contribute to the development of the nation (umma), no matter what sacrifice
this required in terms of life, wealth, and involvement in politics (wuluj abwab
al-siyasa). The association’s treasurer spoke up to say that the situation would
not improve until power was wrested from the government’s hands – by force
if necessary. He concluded by observing: “The Egyptian nation is no less than
the French during their revolution.” Two members of the audience contributed
to the discussion by holding the British colonial authorities responsible for
the collapse of security and suggested that, by refusing to pay taxes, the
population could force them to restore order. 25
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If political activity was linked to the
expansion of the state apparatus,
then, it continued, for the working
class, to draw upon long-standing
concepts of economic justice and
was particularly focused on the
authorities’ imposition of increasing
and
inequitable
control
over
production and distribution. In turn,
this activity provided an impetus
for the government’s desire to
monitor the population and, when
necessary, to suppress it, but also to
regulate it as a potential labor force
and a competitor in the struggle
for resources. Surveillance was an
important weapon in an arsenal of
measures designed to render the
working population legible to the
state and its administrators. Cole
discusses at length the development
of state control over the urban
population during the two or three
decades preceding the Urabi uprising:
State regulation had an impact on a wide variety
of labor issues. Even in the 1850s, not times
of significant expansion in the bureaucracy,
the state began attempting to bring within
its purview areas of life previously not very
constrained. The bureaucracy grew under Isma`il
[r. 1863-79] and he increased the powers given
to officials, including, for instance, building and
health inspectors. Modern medicine provided
officials with an unwonted tool whereby to
exercise control over guild leadership. The
state also began depriving guildmasters of
certain prerogatives, taking these functions
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over itself. The imagery of the panopticon
probably overestimates the resources of an Old
Regime state of the viceregal sort, but the state’s
‘eyes,’ as contemporaries called them, certainly
multiplied greatly under Isma`il.29

Well before Abbas Hilmi II’s time,
then, the grid of state surveillance
and control had expanded and grown
more sophisticated than in previous
times. Of course, spies were not new
instruments of government; as early
as the Umayyad period, and certainly
before, rulers maintained networks
of agents who relayed news about
rebellions, as well as the general
condition of the subject population,
to the centers of government. The
position of secret agent was associated
with the postal service; one study
suggests that the caliphs’ reliance
on it in peacetime shaped the state’s
military, civic, and administrative
functions.30 The Abbasid rulers
developed these networks, granting
them official status and relying on
them heavily. Hitti notes:
The
postmaster-general
had
another
important function besides looking after the
imperial mail and supervising the various
postal establishments; he was the chief of an
espionage system to which the whole postal
service was subordinated. As such his full title
was sahib al-barid w-al-akhbar, controller of the
post and intelligence service. In this capacity
he acted as an inspector-general and direct
confidential agent of the central government.
The provincial postmaster reported to him or to
the caliph directly on the conduct and activities
of the government officials in his province, not
excluding the governor himself.31

Thus spies were hardly unknown
to the history of the region; rulers
used them to a lesser or greater
extent, relying on different types

of agents and seeking various types
of information. What was perhaps
different about the deployment of
spies in the nineteenth century,
and particularly from the 1860s
onward, in Ottoman lands, was the
complexity of the bureaucracy and
the “staggering intensification of
domestic surveillance.” After the
British occupation of Egypt in 1882,
the struggle for power between the
colonial authorities and the OttomanEgyptian ruling class, as well as the
explosion of political activity among
the population at large, provided
the parameters for this intensified
scrutiny. Informers could report that
popular sentiment distinguished
clearly between the British and the
khedive’s government, and reserved
its opposition for the former. Thus,
“[t]hree of the Khedive’s secret
agents who toured the city’s quarters
and nightclubs reported that ‘the
nationals and foreigners are totally
united’ and that ‘all nationals and
foreigners are filled in their heart
with the love of Your Highness and
are not desirous of the occupation
authorities.”32
This situation was not to be taken for
granted, however. Jakes remarks:
[The] spread of political surveillance ensued
from the “policy of conciliation” in two respects
at once. First, in cultivating ‘Abbas Hilmi II as an
ally, Gorst was willing to grant him a freedom of
action that Cromer had long withheld. The daily
memoranda the Khedive was receiving from the
Interior by 1909 suggest that he had availed
himself of this new latitude to monitor any and
all organizations that might now challenge his
authority. Second, a growing public awareness
about the Khedive’s rapprochement with the
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British exposed him to new levels of popular disapproval. The Interior’s growing web of informants
indexed this heightened polarization of political energies, as new parties, societies, unions, and
student associations seemed to multiply day by day.”33

The intelligence reports contained in the Abbas Hilmi II papers thus show an
intense concern not only with monitoring political activity in general, which
seems to have meant efforts to rally large numbers around issues that the
government sought to monopolize; but also with identifying the perpetrators
of such activity, especially when these activists belonged to what the informers
called the “lower class” (al-tabaqa al-watiya).34 A degree of anxiety was attached
to the expression “public opinion” (al-ra’y al-`aam), which is mentioned in
some of the informers’ reports: one, dated 30 August 1909,35 refers to the
government’s decision to use force against those who “departed from the
sphere of legality” and observes that this decision had affected demonstrators
seeking to sway public opinion against the government, particularly in the
matter of Shaykh Jawish’s sentencing to jail. The same document mentions
that Shimi Bey36 had met with a group of students at the National Party club
and condemned one student’s attempt to commit suicide in his acute distress
at Shaykh Jawish’s imprisonment. Significantly, Shimi Bey did not condemn
the suicide attempt in religious or moral terms, but because it was “of no use
to the country;” far better, in his opinion, to attack someone “known to cause
great harm to the country,” and thus sacrifice one’s life by receiving a death
sentence. The document does not say whether this attempt at channeling the
demonstrators’ despair toward assassination met with any success.
The proliferation of new media, as documented by Ziad Fahmy,37 required a
broader network of surveillance, as well as the ability to monitor different
venues and modes of public expression. One report thus recounts in
considerable detail a play performed at a school in Sayyida Zaynab in April
1909.38 The informer narrated all the acts as well as some of the lyrics to the
songs featured in the show; they are worth summarizing here. The first act
concerned an Egyptian civil servant whose nephew was dismissed from his
job in the Diwan and replaced by a foreigner who received a higher salary,
although the nephew’s children were going hungry. In the second, an actor
dressed as a peasant sang Upper Egyptian songs. The lyrics described the
Agricultural Bank taking the clothes off Egyptians’ backs; while the peasants
work the water wheel and mend their hoes, “Mister Kharuf [Sheep]” eats their
lentils. Finally, the song compares the British unfavorably to the Ottomans:
“The Albanians (Aranita) were merciful, while Mister James is riding us.” The
characters in the third act address Egypt, asking what ails its children, when
foreigners hold the list [i.e. of debts or taxes] in their hands and “the Pasha and
the Bey are collecting the money ... The fat has come to you in a barrel and the
butter has gone to Somalia; they’ve ground sesame paste with dust and they
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are eating macaroni and taro.” The
fourth act featured an inebriated
Egyptian who is robbed and beaten by
a policeman; the fifth, a corrupt and
ignorant mayor in an Upper Egyptian
town, who takes the peasants’ land
and receives honors (rutbat bey wa
kiswat tashrifa) from the government.
While it may seem surprising that
an informer should painstakingly
summarize a theater performance
and jot down detailed lyrics to the
songs performed, the play touches
on all the tropes of a strong and
often explicit opposition to the
British occupation, and the local
notables allied with it: the greedy
and exploitative occupiers, the unjust
impoverishment of the peasantry,
the corruption and stupidity of the
native ruling class. The intelligence
gathering activities of the informers
thus had to be calibrated to the
political effervescence that was
becoming ubiquitous.
The Ministry of Interior files also
reveal a variety of technologies of
surveillance: the agents monitoring
large gatherings in Azbakiya Gardens
estimated numbers of attendees by
questioning the ticket sellers about
how many visitors had been admitted
to the gardens. On 29 August 1909,
for example, 2700 people were
admitted, among which an estimated
2200
were
demonstrators
and
spectators, “of the middle rank;”
according to the informer’s report,
very few if any were Azhar students
and “turban wearers.” When the

demonstrators had gathered, one Ali
Fahmi, reportedly an employee of the
Irrigation Department, ascended the
music kiosk and delivered a speech
in stentorian tones, paying tribute to
those Egyptians who were now ready
to serve jail sentences, or even offer
the ultimate sacrifice, in order to
reveal the evils of the occupation. He
was referring to Shaykh `Abd al-`Aziz
Jawish; the gathering in Azbakiya
was a fund-raiser to organize a
celebration marking the shaykh’s
imminent release from jail.39
The concern for scrutinizing and
censoring political activity was
evident in Egypt as it was in Istanbul,
where Abdul Hamid II’s paranoia was
well known: ironically, the Abbas
Hilmi archive includes spies’ reports
on gatherings where attendees
denounced the presence of spies
in their midst,40 as well as reports
on secret societies, night schools,
and demonstrations organized by
Azhar students. The reports filed by
Shimi Bey and his “collaborators”
(AHII 15 and 16) offer insight into
the use of informers to monitor not
only the “dangerous classes” but
also those members of the ruling
class whose behavior might draw
opprobrium upon the ruling family.
Some of these reports mention highranking individuals whose disorderly
conduct had to be controlled, or
accounts of the comings and goings
of individuals who had been targeted
for observation. One informer does
not mince his words when describing
Ali Pasha Thabit, the governor of
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“the other
two dossiers
concerning shimi
bey and his
collaborators
also contain
now chillingly
familiar
reminders...”

Sharqiya, who was reportedly
“a renowned homosexual and
a drunkard who cares only for
enjoyment,” as well as an expert
gambler (sifatuh luti muhimm wa
sukari wa shayif mazajuh … wa
ustadh fi lu`b al qumar); as for the
deputy governor, he was “ignorant
in administrative matters” and
appeared kind, “meaning that he
does neither harm nor good.” The
same report noted that hashish
consumption
and
prostitution
were widespread in Daqahliya.41
The two dossiers concerning Shimi
Bey and his collaborators also
contain now chillingly familiar
reminders of the other reasons for
which surveillance was deployed:
one document refers to rewards
given to people who inform on
those who are ill (presumably to
prevent contagion from spreading);
subsequent pages in this report
recount incursions into homes by
public health officials accompanied
by soldiers and neighborhood
headmen to take the sick away to
the hospital (asbitalia).42

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have sought to
highlight some of the diverse
and often astonishing material
contained in the Abbas Hilmi II
Papers with regard to political
activity and surveillance. Neither
the activity nor its monitoring
were entirely new, of course; but
these documents illustrate the
new modes and articulations
of political engagement as well
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the increasingly fastidious scrutiny to which they were subjected. I cannot
do justice to the range of material in the archive, or to the transformations
that took place in the complex relation between the Palace, the British, and
the nationalist movement (which itself was a multifarious and changing
thing). In this regard, Dinshway seems to have been a fulcrum; the terrible
sentences handed down to the peasants accused of having killed a British
officer operated in some ways as the Dreyfus trial did in France, galvanizing
public opinion and focusing grievances. So much of the popular politics of
this period must still be brought to light and understood, not as the reflection
of the intelligentsia’s ideologies or the translation of European ideas but as
the adaptation of deep-rooted understandings of equity and representation
to new circumstances – the spread of capitalism and an increasingly intrusive
state apparatus foremost among them.

Right: Reports on
meetings of Azhar
students; accusations
leveled against “corrupt”
ulama; meeting of
students from the
different colleges to
protest the suspension
of their stipends
(HIL/6/39).
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Above: Shaykh Abd al-Aziz Jawish gives
a speech at the Workers’ Night School
(HIL/6/50)

Right: Account of a play
performed at the Sayyida
Zaynab Preparatory
School on 20 April 1909
(HIL/6/83)
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Left: Reported
fears of spies
attending
nationalist
meetings;
rumours of a
demonstration
organized by
Azhar students
(HIL/6/181)

Right: Shimi
Bey said to
have advised
a student who
intended to
commit suicide
in protest
against the
imprisonment of
Shaykh Jawish
that it would
better serve the
country to carry
out an attack
on an enemy of
the nationalists
and receive a
death sentence,
thereby
sacrificing
himself for a
worthy cause
(HIL/6/189)
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Above: Report of a complaint from the leader of a tribe to Hunter Pasha regarding the British claim
of having given democracy to Egypt and Sudan (HIL/34/40)

Left: Report on
a gathering of
the Workers’
Association at a
school affiliated
with the
National Party
(HIL/6/453)
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